LD431W.1000 - 1M Walkway Landing Kit

LD431S.1000 - 1M Support Landing Kit

This is a simple walkway landing kit which will enable the
ladder to rest on the walkway so there is nmo point load on
the roof deck.
The base of any ladder must have a landing min 900mm
from the front of the ladder.

This support landing kit is used for ladder over 3.5m in height.
These ladders will be heavy and require additional support
when on a roof deck.

LD419S - Ladder Base Support Angle Set

LD431A.1000 - Adjustable Landing Kit
This landing kit is required if lower surface is not level (greater
than 7 deg) and can also be used to even up the rung spacings.
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For concrete mount, fix the angles into the concrete. The fixings
can be 6 or 8mm wedge anchors or similar (do not use Nylon
'knock-in' fixings)
The base angles must not impede the foot area of the ladder.
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